
(Continued from Map 1) hollowed them out to make 
dugout canoes. On April 7th, 1805 the keel boat 
was sent back to Saint Louis with a crew of eleven 
men, plus the journals, maps, and plant and animal 
specimens that had been collected on the journey 
so far. Later the same day, Lewis and Clark and their 
party of thirty-one abandoned Fort Mandan and 
headed upstream in search of a northwest passage to 
the Pacific.

 Journey to the Missouri Headwaters
With six three-man dugout canoes, plus the two 

six-man pirogues, almost the entire party could fit 
in the boats, except that on this kind of a journey 

almost nobody did. The boats were primarily for 
carrying gear. The expedition rarely paddled the 
boats upstream. Sometimes they poled them along, 
pushing a stout stick against the river bottom to push 
themselves forward. Much of the time they walked 
in the river or on the river bank and towed the boats 
upstream with ropes. 

Sacagawea and her son, whom Clark nicknamed 
“Pomp” often rode in the boats, but also frequently 
walked on land and collected edible roots along the 
way. Lewis frequently walked on land gathering new 
specimens, while Clark usually supervised the slow 
moving boat party.

Throughout the plains they found more buffalo, 

antelope, elk and wolves than they could count. The 
expedition soon discovered the fearsome plains 
grizzly, which were much talked about over the winter 
at the Mandan villages. The bears were much larger 
than today’s mountain grizzly bears, and they had 
little fear of humans. In one incident, six hunters shot 
at a grizzly bear, but it still managed to chase two of 
the men off a twenty-foot bluff into the river. The 
bear went right over the bluff after them and nearly 
caught one of the men before it was shot dead by a 
hunter on the bank.

Since they were consuming supplies along the 
way they were able to leave one of the pirogues 
cached at the mouth of the Marias River.

The other pirogue was cached shortly afterwards, 
just below the Great Falls of the Missouri. The falls 
were a series of five cascades spread out over ten miles.  
At the Mandan villages the Indians suggested that 
it would require a day or two to portage the canoes 
around the falls.  Instead it took the expedition three 
weeks of grueling, backbreaking work to complete 
the eighteen-mile portage amidst the prickly pear 
cactus, searing heat, baseball-sized hail, torrential 
downpours, and maddening winds. They used wooden 
wheels and axles under the canoes and towed them 
over the hills with ropes.  The men were so exhausted 
that they sometimes fell asleep standing up as they 
paused pulling or pushing the canoes.  

Meanwhile, Lewis and a few of the men assembled 
a lightweight iron frame boat that Lewis designed for 
the expedition.  He intended to cover it with skins 
and seal the seams with pitch, but there were no 
conifers around to supply the pitch.  They tried a mix 
of beeswax, tallow and charcoal, but it came apart 
the first time they used the boat.  After two weeks 
of work, they couldn’t waste any more time with it, so 
they located some cottonwoods and hollowed them 
out in five days, giving them two new canoes to replace 
the pirogue left below the falls.

Lewis and Clark on the Jefferson River
In a month they had traveled only twenty-five 

miles. It was mid-July already, and they were glad to 
be moving again. A few days later they encountered 
the towering cliffs Lewis dubbed the “Gates of the 
Rocky Mountains.” By the end of July they were 
approaching the Missouri River headwaters. Here 
begins a day-by-day narrative of their travels as they 
approached the Missouri headwaters and ascended 
the Jefferson River.

Thursday July 25th, 1805
Lewis and the men traveled up the Missouri with 

the boats and saw a large grizzly along the way.  They 
saw geese and killed some, but generally avoided 
hunting these birds, since it wasted ammunition and 

time.  They killed an antelope and saw several more 
with their young.

Captain Clark, Charbonneau, and two other 
men set out by foot and quickly arrived at the three 
forks of the Missouri.  The plains were burnt on the 
north side of the river and he found a horse track 
that was four or five days old.  Clark left a note for 
Lewis and followed the southwest fork of the Missouri 
(the Jefferson River) another twenty miles and 
camped a few miles upstream from the present day 
town of Willow Creek, very tired, with blistered feet 
and wounds from prickly pear cactus. Charbonneau 
was nearly lame with a bad ankle.  Clark noted the 
abundance of currants and chokecherries.  He wrote, 

“Musquetors verry troublesom until the Mountain 
breeze sprung up, which was a little after night.”

Friday July 26th, 1805 
Lewis continued up the Missouri with the canoes, 

passing today’s Sixteen Mile Creek, which they named 
“Howard’s Creek” after the expedition’s Thomas P. 
Howard.  Lewis noted the pincushion cactus and 
commented on the needle-and-thread grass, “these 
barbed seed penetrate our mockersons and leather 
legings and give us great pain untill they are removed.  
my poor dog suffers with them excessively, he is 
constantly binting and scratching himself as if in a rack 
of pain.”

Sergeant Gass wrote, “A rattle-snake came 
among our canoes in the water, of a kind different 
from any I had seen.  It was about two feet long, of a 
light colour, with small spots all over.”  

They also saw four deer and an otter, plus they 
killed a beaver . One of Lewis’ men found an Indian 
bow, measuring about 2 feet, 9 inches long, with 
“nothing remarkable in it’s form being much such as is 
used by the Mandans and Minetares &c.”

Upriver, Clark left Charbonneau and Joseph 
Fields at camp and walked twelve miles to the top of 
a mountain where he had a good view of the valley 
ahead.  He came down the mountain on the hot south 
face, away from the river, suffering severely from the 

heat and lack of water, until he found a cold spring.  
He took the precaution of wetting his feet, head and 
hands before drinking, but still felt unwell shortly 
afterwards.  He finally made it back to camp where 
Fields had killed a fawn for dinner, but Clark was so 
sick that he did not eat. 

After dinner they started hiking back 
downstream to meet Lewis, until Charbonneau, who 
could not swim, was nearly swept away crossing a 
channel.  Clark rescued him and they proceeded on 
and camped at “Eagle Rock” four miles downstream 
from the previous night’s camp.  They killed two grizzly 
bears on an island, and noted the immense quantity of 
beaver.  Clark felt worse. (Continued on Map 3...)
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